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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Design rainfall depths for various durations are required for the many engineering and

conservation design decisions made annually in South Africa and which result in millions of

Rands of construction. For example, engineers and hydrologists involved in the design of

hydraulic structures (e.g. culverts, bridges, dam spillways and reticulation for drainage systems)

need to assess the frequency and magnitude of extreme rainfall events in order to generate design

flood hydrographs. Hence Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) relationships, which utilise

recorded events in order to predict future exceedance probabilities and thus quantify risk and

maximise design efficiencies are a key concept in the design of hydraulic structures (Schulze,

1984).

Design rainfall depths for durations of one day and longer were last estimated on a national scale

at approximately 2400 stations in South Africa by Adamson (1981). One day design rainfall

depths are computed using rainfall data measured at 08:00 every day for the preceding 24 h

period by standard, non-recording raingauges. Since the study by Adamson (1981) a longer

period of data is now available for analysis. Moreover, new techniques for estimating design

values using a regional approach have now become accepted practice internationally, as regional

approaches have been found to generally result in more reliable design values than traditional

single site approaches.

The major objective of this study was the revision of medium to long duration (i.e. 1 - 7 day)

rainfall Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) relationships for South Africa. In addition, the

development of a processing system to enable future updates of medium to long duration design

rainfall values to be performed relatively easily and quickly was envisaged.

One of the requirements of frequency analyses is a collection of long periods of records. A good

distribution of daily rainfall data with relatively long records is available in South Africa. For

example, nearly 4 000 stations have record lengths of 20 years and longer while more than 1 800

raingauges have more than 40 years of record. Of concern to future hydrological studies that

require long rainfall records is the decrease in the number of operational raingauges maintained

by the South African Weather Bureau (SAWB). Based on the daily rainfall database housed by
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the Computing Centre for Water Research, 2480 stations were operational in the SAWB daily

raingauge network for the period 1976-1985, while the number of raingauges decreased to 1786

for the period 1986 -1995. Based on this trend, it is expected that the number and spatial density

of stations with long records will decrease even further in the future.

Given that the data at a site of interest will seldom be sufficient or available for frequency

analysis, it is necessary to use data from similar and nearby locations (Stedinger et a!., 1993).

This approach is known as regional frequency analysis and utilises data from several sites to

estimate the frequency distribution of observed data at each site (Hosking and Wallis, 1987;

Hosking and WalJis, 1997). Thus the concept of regional analysis is to supplement the time

limited sampling record by the incorporation of spatial randomness using data from different

sites in a region (Schaefer, 1990; Nandakumar, 1995).

Regional frequency analysis assumes that the standardised variate has the same distribution at

every site in the selected region and that data from a region can thus be combined to produce a

single regional rainfall, or flood, frequency curve that is applicable anywhere in that region with

appropriate site-specific scaling (Cunnane, 1989; Gabriele and Arnell, 1991; Hosking and

Wallis, 1997). This approach can also be used to estimate events if no information exists

(ungauged) at a site (Pilon and Adamowski, 1992).

In nearly all practical situations a regional method will be more efficient than the application of

an at-site analysis {Potter, 1987). This view is also shared by both Lettenmaier (1985; cited by

Cunnane, 1989), who expressed the opinion that "regionalisation is the most viable way of

improving flood quantile estimation", and by Hosking and Wallis (1997) who, after a review

of recent literature, advocate the use of regional frequency analysis based on the belief that a

"well conducted regional frequency analysis will yield quantile estimates accurate enough to be

useful in many realistic applications". When slight heterogeneity exists within a region, regional

analysis yields more accurate design estimates than at-site analysis (Lettenmaier and Potter,

1985; Lettenmaier et al., 1987; Hosking and Wallis, 1988). Even in heterogenous regions,

regional frequency analysis may still be advantageous for the estimation of extreme quantiles

(Cunnane, 1989; Hosking and Wallis, 1997).
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The extrapolation to return periods beyond the record length introduces much uncertainty which

can be reduced by regionalisation procedures which relate the observed rainfall or flood at a

particular site to a regional response (Ferrari et al., 1993). Nathan and Wcinmann (1991)

illustrate the effect of record length on quantile estimates and show that the combined

at-site/regional estimates are far more robust in relation to length of record than those based only

on at-site data, particularly when only short record lengths are available. The advantages of

regionalisation arc thus evident from previous studies and hence a regional approach to the

estimation of 1 to 7 day design rainfall for South Africa was adopted in this study.

Regional approaches are not new in frequency analysis, with many different techniques

available. However, unlil recently, there has been very little consensus regarding the best

technique to use. The development of a regional index-flood type approach to frequency analysis

based on L-moments (Hosking and Wai I is, 1993; Hosking and Wallis. 1997) has many reported

benefits and has the potential of unifying current practices of regional design rainfall analysis.

This approach, in conjunction with other techniques, has been successfully used by Smitheis and

Schulze (1998) to estimate short duration design rainfall in South Africa.

In this study a regionaliscd, index storm based frequency analysis using 1.-moments was adopted

for design rainfall estimation. Homogeneous rainfall regions in South Africa were identified

using daily rainfall data from I 789 stations which have at least 40 years of record.

Regionalisation was performed using site characteristics and tested independently using at-site

data. The General Kxtrcme Value (GEV) probability distribution was found to be the most

suitable function to estimate 1 day design rainfall values in South Africa. For each of the

homogeneous regions and for durations of I to 7 days quantile growth curves, which relate the

ratio between design rainfall depth and an index storm to return period, have been developed.

These regionalised quantile growth curves, in conjunction with index values derived from at-Mie

data, were used to estimate design rainfall values at 3 945 rainfall stations in South Africa which

ha\c at least 20 years of daily record.

This report consists of seven chapters plus appendices. Chapter 2 contains a review of design

rainfall estimation and in particular summarises the Regional L-Moment Algorithm (RLMA),

as proposed by Hosking and Wallis (1993; Hosking and Wallis, 1997), and also reports on 1 day
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and longer design rainfall studies conducted in South Africa. The spatial distribution, record

lengths and missing data in the daily rainfall database are examined in Chapter 3. The techniques

used to infill missing daily rainfall data are described in Chapter 4. The results of the application

of the RLMA are contained in Chapters 5 (identification of homogeneous regions) and 6

(estimation of design rainfall). The results produced by the study are discussed and conclusions

are drawn in Chapter 7, which also contains recommendations for future research in this field.

Appendix A contains examples of design rainfall values and 90% error bounds for return periods

ranging from 2 to 200 years and for durations of 1, 2, 3 and 7 days at selected sites in South

Africa. Design rainfall values for all 3 945 stations are contained in Portable Document Format

(PDF) on the two diskettes which accompanying this report.

DAILY RAINFALL DATABASE

The data used in this study were limited to those in the daily rainfall database maintained by the

Computing Centre for Water Research (CCWR). Of the 1 1171 stations available in the

database, data from 78.9 % of the stations were contributed by the South African Weather

Bureau (SAWB), 7.7 % by the Department of Agriculture's Institute for Soil, Climate and Water

(ISCW), 3.3 % of the stations are joint SAWB and ISCW stations, 1.4 % of the stations by the

South African Sugar Association Experiment Station (SASEX) and the remainder (8.8 %) by

private individuals. The data used in this study were thus only as up to date as the data contained

in the daily rainfall database maintained by the CCWR as of January 1999. One shortcoming of

this database is that data from the ISCW were last updated in approximately 1985 and this study

would have benefited with more recent data from this source.

The reliability of design rainfall values increases with longer records and records lengths less

than 10 years are generally not suitable for design rainfall estimation. Hence an assessment of

the number of daily rainfall stations, the available record lengths and the amount of missing data

was made. In contrast to the findings of Smithers and Schulze (1998) with the short duration

rainfall database for South Africa, both the number of stations with relatively long periods of

record and the spatial distribution of these stations in South Africa is good. The distribution of

record lengths for all stations in the database is shown in Figure 1.



Record Lengths
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Figure I Distribution of 11 171 daily rainfall record
lengths in southern Africa

An assessment of the amount of missing data in the daily rainfall database for stations with

record lengths longer than 20 years was made. The results of this analysis indicate that more than

20 % of daily rainfall stations in South Africa, which have record lengths longer than 20 years,

have more than 10 % of their data missing in the rainfall season. These missing data could be

crucial to the estimation of design rainfalls and therefore the data need to be synlhesised.

INFILLING MISSING DAILY RAINFALL DATA

The Expectation Maximisation Algorithm (EMA), formalised by Dempster et al. (1977), was

adopted by Makhuvha et al. (1997a; 1997b) to infill missing data in monthly rainfall records.

The EMA recursively substitutes missing data and then re-estimates the regression. Makhuvha

et al. (1997a) treated all the records simultaneously and Makhuvha et al (1997b) showed that

this approach outperformed other regression based methods in terms of accuracy, variance

preservation and speed of infilling.

Based on initial results from a report currently under preparation by Smithcrs et al{\ 999), which

evaluates the performance of inverse distance weighting, driver station, stochastic and EMA
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techniques for infilling missing data, the EMA approach to infill missing daily rainfall was

adopted in this study.

Prior to infilling missing rainfall data, outliers need to be identified and the sites grouped

(Pegram, 1997b). Pegram (1997a) developed a set of routines (CLASSR) to enable a user to

detect outliers and select suitable groupings of stations for the infilling of missing monthly

rainfall totals. In addition, a modified version of the EMA used by Makhuvha et ai (1997a;

1997b) was utilised by Pegram (1997a) to create the PATCHR routines which are used to infill

missing monthly rainfall totals. The suite of programs, developed by Pegram (1997a) to infill

monthly rainfall totals, were modified as part of this project to operate on a daily time step.

For each of 3 945 daily rainfall stations in southern Africa, extracted from the daily rainfall

database housed by the CCWR and which have 20 or more years of continuous records, 9 initial

control stations were identified using the Euclidean Distance (ED) between each target station

and all other potential control stations. The characteristics which were normalised, then weighted

and used in the calculation of ED were the distances between, and differences in, mean annual

precipitation and altitude of the target and potential control stations and an index of the

overlapping years of record between the target and control stations.

One of the problems associated with the infilling of missing daily rainfall data is that the daily

rainfall total for the same event may be incorrectly recorded by some observers and appear in

the records as occurring on different days at adjacent or near by stations, i.e. some observers

record the rainfall measured at 08:00 as occurring on the previous day whilst other observers

may record the total for the 24 h period ending at 08:00 against the date for the current day.

Hence a phasing problem is introduced into the data. This phasing problem has previously been

identified in South African daily rainfall data by Schulze (1980) and Meier (1997) and its impact

becomes important when modelling runoff at a daily time step from a distributed catchment set

up using rainfall data from a number of different daily raingauges. In addition, the phasing

problem could lead to erroneous relationships between stations being developed by the EMA and

thus influence the infilled values. For these reasons the phasing problem of daily rainfall data

was addressed in this study. Although it may be argued that the phasing problem is not always

the result of an error by an observer and it could be attributed to the random nature of daily
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rainfall, the persistent and systematic nature of this phasing error eon firms that in the majority

of the cases the data have been incorrectly recorded by the one of the observers. In an attempt

to automate the correction of the phasing error for the purposes of infilling missing values using

the EM A, rainfall events were identified in each of the 9 initial control stations and the entire

event was lagged or advanced by a single day if the shift of the event improved the phasing of

the rainfall data between the control and target station.

When collecting hydrometeorological data it is inevitable that errors will occur. In daily rainfall

data, in addition to the phasing errors discussed in the pre\ious paragraph, errors in recorded

rainfall amounts may be due to incorrect recording of the rainfall depth by the observer or due

lo errors introduced when the data are transcribed into an electronic form. An example of such

an error may the incorrect placement of the decimal point for the rainfall on a particular day, as

has been illustrated for extreme events in South Africa by Schul/.c (1984). One method of

attempting to identify such errors is to investigate inconsistencies between the data from stations

which are relatively close to each other and in this regard the concept of the covarianee biplot

is useful in identifying hydrologically similar raingauges and for identifying outliers (Basson ct

ul., 1994; Pegram, 1997a; Pegram, 1997b). Thus, a hierarchical procedure was implemented such

that when monthly totals of daily rainfall were identified using the covarianee biplot as potential

outliers, then outliers in the monthly rainfall totals were computed, if a single high (or low)

outlier was identified in the monthly rainfall totals, then outliers in the total rainfall for a four

day moving window were identified in the outlier month, and rainfall for a each day which was

identified as an outlier in all the windows in which it appeared, was considered an outlier and

excluded from the infilling process.

The cluster analysis output from the CLASSR program (Pegram, 1997b) was used to automate

the identification of suitable control stations from the initial 9 control stations selected on the

basis of ED as described above. Using the EMA algorithm (Makhuvha et al,, 1997a), as

implemented by Pegram (1997a), missing data in the target and control stations were then

infilled simultaneously. In this implementation only the infilled values from the target station

were retained as it was postulated that missing data in the control stations may be infilled better,

possibly by using more suitable control stations, when each of the control stations was

considered as the target station. However, in the event that for a particular target station one or
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more of the control stations had already been infilled (i.e. they had already been considered as

target stations), then the infilled values were used to infill the current target station under

consideration.

REGIONALISATION OF DAILY RAINFALL

A procedure similar to that used by Smithers and Schulze (1998) was adopted for the

regionalisation of the daily rainfall stations into relatively homogenous regions for the estimation

of design rainfalls. This approach was based on the Regional L-Moment Algorithm (RLMA)

developed by Hosking and Wallis (1993; 1997), which identifies potentially homogeneous

regions by a cluster analysis of site characteristics and then tests the homogeneity of the region

using the statistics of the sites in the region. Subdivision of South Africa was achieved by a

cluster analysis of site characteristics using Ward's minimum variance hierarchical algorithm

(S AS, 1989), which tends to form clusters of roughly equal size (Hosking and Wallis, 1997). The

site characteristics, which were normalised, consisted of latitude (°), longitude (°), altitude (m),

concentration of precipitation (%), mean annual precipitation (mm), rainfall seasonality

(category) and distance from sea (m). The cluster analysis is the most subjective aspect of the

RLMA and it may be necessary to subjectively relocate sites or create new clusters, but based

on geographical and physical considerations (Hosking and Wallis, 1997). The measures of

discordancy (D) and heterogeneity (//) developed by Hosking and Wallis (1993; 1997) were

used to identify anomalies in the data and test for homogeneous regions respectively.

The distribution of rainfall stations in South Africa with at least 40 years of record was

considered adequate for regionalisation. Ten of the 1 806 rainfall stations which met this criteria

were excluded from the regionalisation procedure and used to independently evaluate the

performance of the RLMA. In addition to the 10 stations hidden from the regionalisation for the

purposes of assessing the performance of the RLMA, a further 8 stations were excluded which

displayed significant trends in the annual rainfall totals and which were discordant from the

surrounding stations. After limited subjective relocation of stations, the remaining 1 789 stations

were used to identify 78 relatively homogeneous clusters. The number of stations per cluster

ranged from 3 and 66 stations with an average of 23, and it was found that the degree of
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heterogeneity was not related to the number of stations per cluster. The spatiai distribution of the

78 relatively homogeneous clusters in South Africa is shown in Figure 2.

ESTIMATION OF DESIGN RAINFALL

Once relatively homogeneous rainfall regions have been identified, the next step in the RLMA

is the selection of an appropriate probability distribution to be used in the frequency analysis.

Given a homogeneous region, a goodness-of-fit test statistic (Z) was developed by Hosking and

Wallis (1993) to test whether a region's average L-momenls are consistent with those of the

fitted distribution. In a homogeneous region, the scatter of the sample's L-moments represent

no more than sampling variability and therefore the L-moments are well summarised by the

regional average values. The goodness-of-fit test statistic is derived by the difference between

the L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution and observed data, scaled by the standard deviation of the

L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution, which is estimated by simulation. This approach resulted in

the General Extreme Value (GEV) being adopted as the most appropriate distribution to use in

all clusters.

Uncertainty is inherent in any statistical analysis and hence it is necessary to assess the

magnitude of this uncertainty. Conventionally the uncertainty is quantified by constructing

confidence intervals for the estimated model parameters and quantiles, assuming that all the

statistical model's assumptions are satisfied. The assumptions are rarely, if ever, all true when

performing a frequency analysis. Thus a realistic assessment of the accuracy of a regional

frequency analysis should account for the possibility of heterogeneity within regions, the use of

an inappropriate frequency distribution and dependence between observed data at different sites.
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Figure 2 Distribution of 78 relatively homogeneous clusters in South Africa
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Hosking and Wallis (1997) thus advocate the use of Monte Carlo simulation procedures to

estimate the accuracy of the quantiles in a regional frequency analysis. Using this approach, 90%

error bounds were estimated for each of the regional quantile growth curves which, relates the

ratio between the 1 day design rainfall and an index value to return period. The index value used

in the RLMA was the mean of the 1 day Annual Maximum Series (AMS).

In order to assess the performance of the RLMA, 10 daily rainfall stations which cover a range

of climatic regions in South Africa were excluded from the regionalisation process. Each of these

stations was allocated to the cluster with the closest Euclidean distance between the site

characteristics of the station and the mean of the site characteristics of all sites within a cluster.

The locations of the hidden stations arc shown in Figure 3 and cluster numbers determined for

each of the hidden stations are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Hidden stations and cluster numbers

Station

0021055 W

0059572 A

0144899 W

0239482 A

0261368 W

0299357 W

0317447AW

0442811 W

0513404 W

0677834 W

Name

Cape Town Maitiand

East London

Middleburg

Cedara

Bloemfontein

Cathedral Peak Hotel

Upington

Nooitegedacht

Pretoria

Pietersburg

Cluster

51

4

6

15

10

17

35

24

16

28

xu
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Figure 3 Location of the 10 hidden daily rainfall stations in South Africa

A comparison between the design rainfall estimated using the at-site data and and estimated

from the regional quantile curve is shown in Figure 4 for the 10 hidden stations which were not

used in the regionalisation procedure. Included in Figure 4 are the 90% error bounds of the

design values estimated from the error bounds of the quantile growth curve.

As shown in Figure 4, the 1 day design rainfall depths estimated from the observed data and from

the regional growth curve are similar for return periods up to 20 years and, with the exception

of three stations (0021055 W, 0239482 A and 0513404 W), the values estimated from the

regional growth curve generally exceed the values estimated from the at-site data for return

periods greater than 20 years. The regional growth curve pools information from stations within

a relatively homogeneous region and is thus considered to result in more reliable estimates of

design rainfall than values estimated directly from the at-site data. Thus the recommended design

values estimated using the regional growth curve are generally more conservative for longer

return periods than those estimated directly from the at-site data.
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Figure 4 Comparison of design rainfall depths computed from at-site data and from
regional growth curves at 10 stations not used in the regional process (1-bcams
indicale 90% error bounds)
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Figure 4 (cont) Comparison of design rainfall depths computed from at-sitc data and
from regional growth curves at 10 stations not used in the regional
process (I-beams indicate 90% error bounds)

A comparison was performed between the 1 day,design rainfall estimated in this study using a

regional approach and those estimated by Adamson (1981). This analysis indicated that for

return periods less than 50 years the differences between the design rainfall estimated in this

study and by Adamson (1981) arc less than 20 % at the majority of the stations. As expected,

the differences arc bigger for longer return periods and for return periods ^50 years a trend is

discernible with the Adamson design values exceeding the values computed in this study.
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Apart from the longer record icngths and the stringent data quality control procedures used in

this study, some of the differences in design values estimated may be attributed to the different

approaches taken in the two studies. Adamson (1981) used a single site approach with a

censored LN distribution whereas this study adopted a regional approach and used the GEV

distribution. In addition, the use of L-moments in this study to fit the GEV distribution results

in less influence by outliers in the data. As shown in Figure 4, design rainfall depths computed

using the regional approach generally exceed the values computed directly from the at-site data.

In addition, the regional approach has been shown to result in more reliable and robust estimates

compared to single site point estimates. Thus it is postulated that the design values computed in

this study may be used with confidence.

Design rainfalls were computed at 3 945 sites in South Africa using the quantile growth curves

for the 78 clusters and the mean of the AMS computed at the 3 945 stations, each of which has

at least 20 years of record. These point design values are included as PDF files on the diskettes

which accompanying this report.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Engineers and hydrologists involved in the design of hydraulic structures (e.g. culverts, bridges,

dam spillways and reticulation for drainage systems) need to assess the frequency and magnitude

of extreme rainfall events in order to generate design flood hydrographs. Many thousands of

engineering and conservation design decisions involving millions of Rands of construction and

which require design rainfall depths for various durations are made annually in South Africa.

Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) relationships, which utilise recorded events in order to predict

future exceedance probabilities and thus quantify risk and maximise design efficiencies are a key

concept in the design of hydraulic structures (Schulze, 1984).

The required duration of design rainfall which is used in design flood estimation may range from

as short as 5 minutes for small urban catchments, which have a rapid hydrological response, to

a few days for large regional flood studies. Techniques have been developed and evaluated for

the estimation of short duration (< 24 h) design rainfall in South Africa by Smithers and Schulze

(1998). Design rainfall depths for durations of one day and longer were last estimated on a

national scale at approximately 2400 stations in South Africa by Adamson (1981). Since the

study by Adamson (1981) a longer period of data is now available for analysis. Moreover, new

techniques for estimating design values using a regional approach have now become accepted

practice internationally as regional approaches generally result in more reliable design values

than traditional single site approaches.

The major objective of this study was the revision of medium to long duration (i.e. 1 - 7 day)

rainfall Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) relationships for South Africa. In addition, the

development of a processing system to enable future updates of medium to long duration design

rainfall values to be performed relatively easily and quickly was envisaged. A secondary

objective was the revision of point to area rainfall depth relationships for medium to long

durations in South Africa.



A distinction is drawn between 1 day and 24 h design rainfall values. When automatically

recorded short duration rainfall data are available, for example as recorded autographically or

by data loggers, a sliding 24 h window is used to extract the maximum 24 h duration event

irrespective of the time of the start of the event. Using the sliding window approach, the true

maximum for any 24 h period may be estimated and hence the 24 h design rainfall value will

exceed the 1 day value computed from rainfall measured at fixed daily increments. The 1 day

design rainfall values can be converted to 24 h values using fixed ratios, which may vary

regionally.

The techniques used in single site frequency analysis are widely documented (e.g. Stedinger et

a!., 1993). One of the requirements of frequency analyses is a collection of long periods of

records. A good distribution of daily rainfall data with relatively long records is available in

South Africa. For example, nearly 4000 stations have record lengths of 20 years and longer while

more than 1800 raingauges have more than 40 years of record.

Of concern to future hydrological studies that require long rainfall records is the decrease in the

number of operational raingauges maintained by the South African Weather Bureau (SAWB).

Based on the daily rainfall database housed by the Computing Centre for Water Research, 2480

stations were operational in the SAWB daily raingauge network for the period 1976 - 1985,

while the number of raingauges decreased to 1786 for the period 1986 - 1995. Based on this

trend, it is expected that the number and spatial density of stations with long records will

decrease further in the future.

Given that the data at a site of interest will seldom be sufficient or available for frequency

analysis, it is necessary to use data from similar and nearby locations (Stedinger et al., 1993).

This approach is known as regional frequency analysis and utilises data from several sites to

estimate the frequency distribution of observed data at each site (Hosking and Wallis, 1987;

Hosking and Wallis, 1997). Thus the concept of regional analysis is to supplement the time

limited sampling record by the incorporation of spatial randomness using data from different

sites in a region (Schaefer, 1990; Nandakumar, 1995).



Regional frequency analysis assumes that the standardised variate has the same distribution at

every site in the selected region and that data from a region can thus be combined to produce a

single regional flood or rainfall frequency curve that is applicable anywhere in the region with

appropriate site-specific scaling (Cunnanc, 1989; Gabriele and Arnell, 1991; Hosking and

Wallis, 1997). This approach can also be used to estimate events if no information exists

(ungauged) at a site (Pilon and Adamowski, 1992).

In nearly all practical situations a regional method will be more efficient than the application of

an at-site analysis (Potter, 1987). This view is also shared by both Lettenmaier {1985; cited by

Cunnane, 1989) who expressed the opinion that "regionalisation is the most viable way of

improving flood quantile estimation" and by Hosking and Wallis (1997) who, after a review of

recent literature, advocate the use of regional frequency analysis based on the belief that a "well

conducted regional frequency analysis will yield quantile estimates accurate enough to be useful

in many realistic applications". When slight heterogeneity exists within a region, regional

analysis yields more accurate design estimates than at-site analysis (Lettenmaier and Potter,

1985; Lettenmaier et ai, 1987; Hosking and Wallis, 1988). Even in heterogenous regions,

regional frequency analysis may still be advantageous for the estimation of extreme quantiles

(Cunnane, 1989; Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

The extrapolation to return periods beyond the record length introduces much uncertainty which

can be reduced by regionalisation procedures which relate the observed rainfall or flood at a

particular site to a regional response (Ferrari et al., 1993). Nathan and Weinmann (1991)

illustrate the effect of record length on quantile estimates and show that quantiles computed

using both at-site data and regional information are far more robust in relation to length of

record than those based only on at-site data, particularly when only short record lengths are

available. The advantages of regionalisation are thus evident from previous studies and hence

a regional approach to the estimation of 1 to 7 day design rainfall values was adopted in this

study.

Regional approaches are not new in frequency analysis, with many different techniques

available. However, until recently, there has been very little consensus regarding the best

technique to use. The development of a regional index-flood type approach to frequency analysis



based on L-moments (Hosking and Wallis, 1993; Hosking and Wallis, 1997) has many reported

benefits and has the potential of unifying current practices of regional design rainfall analysis.

This approach in conjunction with other techniques has been successfully used by Smithers and

Schulze (1998) to estimate short duration design rainfall in South Africa.

In this study a regionalised, index storm based frequency analysis using L-moments was adopted

for design rainfall estimation. Homogeneous rainfall regions in South Africa were identified

using daily rainfall data from 1789 stations which have at least 40 years of record.

Regionalisation was performed using site characteristics and tested independently using at-site

data. The General Extreme Value (GEV) probability distribution was determined to be the most

suitable function to estimate 1 day design rainfall values in South Africa. For each of the

homogeneous regions and for durations of 1 to 7 days quantile growth curves which relate the

ratio between design rainfall depth and an index storm to return period have been developed.

These regionalised quantile growth curves, in conjunction with index values derived from at-site

data, were used to estimate design rainfall values at 3 945 daily rainfall stations in South Africa

which have at least 20 years of record.

This document consists of seven chapters and appendices. Chapter 2 contains a review of design

rainfall estimation and in particular summarises the Regional L-Moment Algorithm (RLMA),

as proposed by Hosking and Wallis (1993; Hosking and Wallis, 1997), and also reports on 1 day

and longer design rainfall studies conducted in South Africa. The spatial distribution, record

lengths and missing data in the daily rainfall database are examined in Chapter 3. The techniques

used to infill missing daily rainfall data are described in Chapter 4. The results of the application

of the RLMA are contained in Chapters 5 (identification of homogeneous regions) and 6

(estimation of design rainfall). The results produced by this study are discussed and some

conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7. The appendices contain examples of the design rainfall

values and confidence intervals for return periods ranging from 2 to 200 years and for durations

of 1 to 7 days at selected sites in South Africa. The design rainfall values and their 90% error

bounds computed at all 3 945 stations for durations of 1 to 7 days are contained in Portable

Document Format (PDF) on the diskettes which accompany this report.



CHAPTER 2

DESIGN STORM ESTIMATION

Estimates of high intensity rainfall are not only important for flood estimation and engineering

design, but are also important in the estimation of soil loss and vegetation damage resulting from

high intensity storms. It is thus desirable to express, in probabilistic terms and for different

durations, the likelihood of different amounts of rain (Tomlinson, 1980). The results of under-

or over-design of even small hydraulic structures such as farm dams or culverts results in

considerable national waste of resources (Reich, 1961; Reich, 1963). Thus design rainfall is a

key concept in the design of hydraulic structures where a return period is selected according to

the cost and significance of the structure.

Adamson (1981) summarised the state of extreme value analysis as applied in hydrology as

"copious, confusing and conflicting" and adds that many advances in extreme value analysis

rarely find routine application. This results in the practising engineer relying on "well tried but

often crude methodologies" (Adamson, 1981). Although much has been published on design

storm estimation since 1981 there still appears to be little consensus in the literature on preferred

approaches to adopt. However, the relatively recent developments in regional approaches to the

estimation of extreme events at a single site hold much promise for more general acceptance.

Thus the objective of this chapter is to review the Regional L-moment Algorithm (RLMA),

which is a regionalised index-value approach to frequency analysis based on L-moments. Hence

L-moments are summarised in Section 2.1 and the RLMA reviewed in Section 2.2. This is

followed by a review in Section 2.3 of one day design storm studies in South Africa.

Depending on the size of the catchment and its hydrological response time, the storm duration

of interest may be from as little as 5 minutes for small urban catchments to a storm duration of

a number of days for large catchments. Generally the procedures for estimating design storms

are the same irrespective of the duration. However, for short duration storms (s 24 h) the rainfall

data are usually recorded continuously by data loggers or on autographic charts, while for longer

durations (1-7 days) the source of the data is usually standard, non-recording raingauges from

which observations are made in South Africa at 08:00 every day for the preceding 24 h period.



In a short duration design rainfall study for South Africa, Smithers and Schulze (1998)

reviewed the literature of both single site and regional techniques for design storm estimation

and concluded the following:

• Substantial benefits of using a regional approach have been reported in the literature,

assuming that relatively homogeneous regions can be identified.

• L-moments are subject to less bias than ordinary product moments and should be used

to fit probability distributions to the data.

The relatively recently developed RLMA, developed by Hosking and Wallis (1993;

1997), appears to be a robust procedure and has been applied successfully in a number

of studies.

Readers are referred to Smithers and Schulze (1998) for a detailed review leading to these

conclusions. In addition, the RLMA was successfully applied by Smithers and Schulze (1998)

for the estimation of short duration design storms and hence this approach was also adopted in

this study for the estimation of design storms for durations of 1 day and longer. L-moments are

defined and the RLMA is described in the following two sections.

2.1 L-moments

L-moments, as defined by Hosking (1990), are linear combinations of Probability Weighted

Moments (PWMs). Greenwood etal. (1979) summarise the theory of PWMs. Unbiased sample

estimates for the first four PWMs can be computed from the set of relationships making up

Equation 1 (Stedinger et ai, 1993; Vogel and Fennessy, 1993).

I n

n-1

...lb
n(n-\)



where

br •- r-\h order PWM sample estimate,

n - number of observations in the sample, and

xj - ranked observations, with ,r, being the largest observation

and xn the smallest observation.

The first four L-momcnts for a sample can be computed from the first four PWMs using

A\ - Ao = L - loeation (mean) ...2a

A2 = 2bi -bQ = L - s c a l e ...2b

AT, - 6/) : - 6/)] + bu ...2c

^4 - 206., - 3Oi2 + 12/», - /?0 - 2 d

wliere

Xt = r-th L-moment.

Hosking (1990) defines the L-moment ratios (r, r, r4) as:

1-,
x ~ -~ = L- CV (coefficient of L- variation) ...3a

r3 = —^- s L - skewness ...3b



r4 = — = L - kurtosis ...3c
AT

Hosking (1990) shows that X̂ , x3 and T4 can be thought of as measures of a sample's scale,

skewness and kurtosis respectively.

The RLM A is a regional index value based procedure which is robust, uses simulation modelling

to assess frequency distributions, utilises L-moments as summary statistics, allows a range of

distributions to be evaluated and also pools regional information. The RLMA has been shown

in recent studies to yield suitably robust and accurate quantile estimates (Guttman, 1993;

Hosking and Wallis, 1993; Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

2.2 The Regional L-moment Algorithm

Hosking and Wallis (1993) presented a procedure to estimate the parameters of the regional

frequency distribution by combining the at-site L-moments to give regional values. Assuming

the region to be homogeneous, the regional average L-moment ratios are computed from

observations scaled by an index value. The regional average L-moment ratios are computed by

weighting according to an individual site's record length. These regional average L-moment

ratios are equated to the population L-moment ratios and are used to fit the distribution. This

distribution, after appropriate re-scaling by the at-site index value, is used at each site to estimate

quantiles. This procedure has been termed the regional L-moment algorithm (Hosking and

Wallis, 1997). The strength of regional frequency analysis using the regional L-moment

algorithm is that it is useful even when not all of its assumptions are satisfied (Hosking and

Wallis, 1997).

An index value approach assumes that the region is homogeneous, i.e. the frequency

distributions of values from all the sites in the region are identical, apart from a site-specific

scaling factor, if data are available from N sites in a region and the record length at site i is n(,

and if Qi(F) is the quantile of non-exceedance probability F at site /, then



0 ) / j 9 c n / = i A- ...4

where

ft, ~ index value, and

q{F) - regional quantile of non-cxeedance probability F.

The index value (//,) may be taken as the mean oftheat-site frequency distribution or any other

location parameter (Hosking and Wallis, 1997). The regional quantiles, q{F), define a

dimensionless regional frequency distribution common to all sites, known as a regional growth

curve, i.e. the common distribution of QH ///,, where Qt) is they'-th observation at site ;'. The mean

(Q ) is commonly used as the index value, although other location parameters could be used.

The dimensionless values (q tj = Q,l/fij,j-!,...«,, ('= 1,....AO may be rescaled to estimate q(F).

If the form ofq(F) is known, then it is necessary to estimate the p parameters, OS...O .

In the regional L-moment algorithm (Hosking and Wallis, 1993; Hosking and Wallis, 1997) the

p parameters are estimated separately at each site, and if the site / estimate of 0k is denoted <?]'',

then the at-site estimators are combined to give regional estimates as

...5

This is a record length weighted average, with the estimate at site / given a weight proportional

to /i,.. The quantile estimates at site /are then obtained by combining the estimates ofy, and q(F)

as

...6

The results of statistical analyses arc inherently uncertain and require an assessment of the

magnitude of the uncertainty. Hosking and Wallis (1997) point out that the accuracy of the



assessment is a function of the assumptions made and recommend that the method used to assess

the uncertainties should be robust enough to be useful even when the assumptions are not all

satisfied. For example, the region may be slightly heterogenous, the incorrect distribution may

have been chosen, or statistical dependence of the data may exist. Hosking and Wallis (1997)

recommend that Monte Carlo simulations be used to estimate the accuracy of the estimated

quantiles.

Monte Carlo simulation techniques were used by Hosking and Wallis (1997) to investigate; the

performance of the regional L-moment algorithm under a wide range of conditions and

concluded:

Regionatisation is valuable.

Regional estimation is more accurate than at-site estimation, even if the region

is slightly heterogenous, or if the incorrect distribution is selected, or if inter-site

dependence is evident. This is particularly so in the estimation of quantiles far

into the tail of the frequency distribution.

• There is little improvement in the accuracy of the regional growth curves for return

periods shorter than 1000 years with more than 20 stations per cluster.

This is a result of the errors in quantiles and errors in growth curves decreasing

slowly as a function of the number of sites in a region.

• Regional estimates are less valuable relative to at-site estimates as record lengths

increase.

Regions should thus contain fewer sites when the at-sites record lengths are long.

The use of 2-parameter distributions are not recommended in regional frequency

analyses.

• Mis-specification of the correct frequency distribution is only important for quantiles

far into the tail of the distribution (F>0.99).

• Certain robust distributions such as the Kappa and Wakeby distributions yield

reasonably accurate estimates over a wide range of at-site frequency distributions.

• Heterogeneity introduces bias into estimates which are not typical of the region, and can

be the major source of error in estimated quantiles and growth curves.

10



Small amounts of inter-site dependence should not be a concern in regional estimation.

Inter-site dependence has little effect on bias, but does increase the variability of

estimates.

• The advantage of regional estimates over at-site estimates is greatest at extreme

quantiles (F>0.999), where mis-specification of the frequency distribution is more

important than heterogeneity.

In order to implement the RLMA, Hosking and Wallis {1993; 1997) proposed several stages in

a regional frequency analysis and developed statistics, based on L-moments, that provide

objective support in the procedures. These stages are discussed next.

2.2.1 Screening of data

Initial screening of the data should aim at verifying that the data collected at a site are a true

representation of the quantity being measured and that all the data are drawn from the same

frequency distribution. Two kinds of important and plausible errors occur in environmental data:

• data values may be incorrect (incorrect recording/transcription), and/or

circumstances under which data were collected may have changed over time (e.g.

moving of measuring device).

Gross error checks for outlying values and repeated values should be performed (Hosking and

Wallis, 1997). In addition, checks in levels and trends are useful and comparisons between sites

should be performed to check for any irregularities. The above errors are reflected in the

L-moments of the sample and the use of a convenient amalgamation of the L-moment ratios into

a single measure of discordancy (£>) is recommended. Hence sites whose L-moments are

markedly different from those of the other sites in the data set can be identified as being

discordant. The D statistic is based on the "cloud of points" when plotted in three-dimensional

space (L-CV, L-skewness, L-kurtosis). A site is flagged as being discordant if it is far from the

centre of the cloud containing the other points.

11



Assuming that a region comprises of N sites with u, = [/'*, *3
(l), f4

<0]T the vector of sample

L-moments for the i-th site in the region, i.e. L-CV, L-skewness and L-kurtosis respectively,

which are analogous to the population T, T3, and T4 in Equation 3, and T denotes the transposition

of a matrix. Hosking and Wallis (1997) define the discordancy index for site / as

where

" ...8

A=X(u,-u)(u,-u)T -9

The critical value of D is determined as a function of the number of sites in the region and is 3

for N > 15. It is envisaged that the D statistic could initially be used to identify gross errors within

a large group of sites within a defined geographical area. When tentative homogeneous regions

have been identified, the discordancy measure can then be calculated for each site in a proposed

homogeneous region. The use of the discordancy measure in this study is explained in Section

5.1.

2.2.2 Identification of homogeneous regions

The identification of homogeneous regions is usually the most difficult of all the stages in a

regional frequency analysis and requires the most subjective judgment (Hosking and Wallis,

1997). The aim of this step is to form groups of sites that approximate the condition of

homogeneity, i.e. the site's frequency distributions are highly similar apart from a site-specific

scale factor.

Data available for the formation of regions are site statistics (quantiles calculated from

measurements) and site characteristics (e.g. latitude, longitude, elevation, Mean Annual

12



Precipitation (MAP) and other physical properties). Hosking and Wallisf 1997) recommend that

the site characteristics, and not the site statistics, be used as the basis for regionalisation. The

at-site statistics should be used for independent testing ofproposed homogeneous regions. Some

statistics (e.g. MAP, rainfall seasonality) which are estimated from measurements, may be

included in the site characteristics, provided that the statistics are not too highly correlated with

the variable of interest. This approach would enable the estimation of quantiles at ungauged

sites.

In a homogeneous region all sites will have the same population of L-moments. Owing to

sampling variability, the sample [.-moments will be different. Hence it is necessary to evaluate

whether the bctwecn-site variation in sample L-moments is what the variation would be expected

to be in a homogeneous region.

Hosking and Wallis (1993) developed a heterogeneity test statistic (//) which compares the

bctween-site variability (dispersion) of L-moments with what would be expected for a

homogeneous region. Dispersion is measured as the distance on a plot of L-skewness vs L-CV

from a site's plotted point to the group's average point, weighted according to record length of

individual sites.

Assume that a proposed region consists of N sites with the i-ih site having a record length of/?,

and sample L-moment ratios of tu\ (}
U) and t4

{''. The regional average L-CV, L-skewness and

L-kurtosis, denoted by /R, / / and / / respectively, are weighted proportionally to the sites record

length («,). For example

/=i

The weighted standard deviation of the at-site sample L-CVs are calculated as

r-l
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The 4-parameter Kappa distribution, which includes as special cases the generalised logistic,

generalised extreme value and generalised Pareto distributions, is fitted to the regional average

L-moment ratios (1, tR, t*, t*) and a large number (Nslm, generally > 500) realisations of a

homogeneous region with N sites are simulated using this Kappa distribution as its frequency

distribution. This approach is less restrictive than other commonly applied homogeneity tests

{Hosking and Wallis, 1997). For each simulated region, Vis calculated and thus the mean (//,,)

and standard deviation (cr,.) of the Nsjm values of V may be estimated. The H test statistic is

computed as

H =

If this test statistic has a large positive value, then the hypothesis of homogeneity is not true. If

H<\, the region is considered "acceptably homogeneous"; if KH<2, the region is claimed

"possibly heterogeneous" and for H >2 the region is "definitely heterogeneous" (Hosking and

Wallis, 1997). Despite these guidelines, Hosking and Wallis (1997) recommend that the H test

statistic not be used as a significance test, as the criteria are somewhat arbitrary.

Hosking and Wallis (1997) review methods of forming groups of similar sites to be used in a

regional frequency analysis and categorise procedures used in previous studies as:

• geographical convenience,

• subjective partitioning,

objective partitioning,

• cluster analysis, and

other multivariate methods of analysis.

Hosking and Wallis (1997) regard cluster analysis as "the most practical method of forming

regions from large data sets". The reciprocal of the Euclidian distance in a space of site-

characteristics is used to measure similarity. The site characteristics should be re-scaled such

that all the characteristics have similar variability, i.e. the ranges or standard deviations are

similar for all sites in the data set. If equal weighting for each site characteristic is not required,

14



then subjective weighting may be introduced. As mentioned above, the use of the site

characteristics in the cluster analysis enables the independent testing of clusters for homogeneity

using site statistics. Subjective adjustments of the cluster analysis may reduce the heterogeneity

and improve the physical coherence of regions. For a homogeneous region, simulation

experiments by Hosking and Wai lis (1997) indicated that little additional accuracy is gained by

having more than 20 sites per cluster . The use of cluster analysis to identify homogeneous

rainfall regions in South Africa, in conjunction with the H test statistic, is detailed in Section 5.2.

2.2.3 Choice of regional frequency distribution

After initial regionalisation has been performed, regions may still be slightly heterogeneous (i.e.

1 < H < 2). The aim when selecting a suitable distribution is not to identify the "true"

distribution, but to select a distribution which provides accurate estimates of quantiles at all sites

in the region and which will give accurate estimates of quantiles of the distribution from which

future events will arise. It is not necessary to seek the distribution that fits the observed data best,

but to select a robust distribution which fits the data adequately. Using this approach to selection

of a distribution will ensure that, even if the selected distribution is not the true distribution, or

if future events come from a slightly different distribution, reasonably accurate quantiles will

still be estimated {Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

In regions with slight heterogeneity, even though no distribution will adequately fit the data at

all sites, a single distribution may still lead to more accurate estimates of the quantiles. In such

cases, robust distributions such as the Kappa and Wakeby distribution should be used (Hosking

and Wallis, 1997).

The choice of distribution may be affected by the intended application and the properties of the

distribution such as the upper bound, upper tail, shape, lower bound and whether zero values are

handled by the distribution.

Hosking and Wallis (1997) argue against using distributions that have an upper or lower bound

vs'hich may impose a physical limit or may compromise the accuracy of estimates for large return

15



periods. When the upper bound of the distribution cannot be estimated with sufficient accuracy

over the range of return periods of interest an unbounded distribution would better approximate

the true distribution than a bounded distribution. Hosking and WalHs (1997) recommend using

a set of candidate distributions that covers a range of different tail weights, as usually insufficient

data are available to estimate the shape of the tail of the distribution with any accuracy. Most

probability distributions are single peaked, but where observations have qualitatively different

causes, such as when the extreme events arise from different meteorological conditions, a

mixture of two distributions could be used. This approach was used by Pegram and Adamson

(1988) in a risk analysis of extreme storms and floods in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. If

estimates of quantiles in the lower tail are of interest, a distribution that allows for a non-zero

proportion of zero values should be considered (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

Hosking and Wallis (1997) advocate using distributions with three or more parameters in a

regional frequency analysis since sufficient data are usually available to accurately estimate the

parameters of the distribution. Two parameter distributions are not robust enough for application

in regional frequency analyses and may give rise to large biases in the tails of the distribution

if the selected candidate distribution is not the correct one.

Given a homogeneous region, a goodness-of-fit test statistic (2) was developed by Hosking and

Wallis (1993) to test whether a region's average L-moments are consistent with those of the

fitted distribution. In a homogeneous region, the scatter of the sample's L-moments represent

no more than sampling variability and therefore the L-moments are well summarised by the

regional average values. The goodness-of-fit test statistic is derived by the difference between

the L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution and observed data, scaled by the standard deviation of the

L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution, which is estimated by simulation. The selection of an

appropriate probability distribution for rainfall in South Africa is detailed in Section 6.1.

Assume that a proposed region consists of N sites with the /-th site having a record length of ni

and sample L-moment ratios of /'*, ;3
(l), tA

(l). The regional average L-CV, L-skewness and

L-kurtosis, denoted by /R, /3
R, t4

R respectively, are weighted proportionally to the site's record

length («,). A Kappa distribution is fitted to the regional average L-moment ratios 1, tR, f3
R, /4

R

and then Nsim realisations of a region with N sites are simulated, each with this Kappa distribution
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as its frequency distribution. For the m-th simulated region with regional average L-skewness

/,'" and L-kurtosis t"\ the bias {Bt) oU,K is calculated as

m=1

and the standard deviation of LR as

1
X

A\,

...14

Fur each candidate distribution, the goodness-of-fit measure is calculated as

, DIST R

where

TJ)IST _ L-kurtosis of a candidate 3-parameters distribution (DIST) fitted to the

regional average L-moments 1, /R and /3
R.

The fit is adequate if Z is close to zero and it is suggested that Iz I < 1.64 is. a reasonable criterion

to indicate that the fit of the assumed distribution is adequate (Hosking and Wallis, 1993; 1997).

2.2.4 Estimation of regional frequency distribution

Assuming that Nsites form a homogeneous cluster, with site / having a record length ni, sample

mean //' ; (analogous to the population X, in Equation 2), and sample L-moment ratios tU), t}'] and

tj", analogous to the population r, r, and r4 in Equation 3, then the regional average L-moment

ratios f, tf and / / , which are weighted proportionally to the sites' record length, arc computed

as:
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N N

i=\

N N

£ Wy'J'Vj] n, , r = 3,4
/=/ /=/

The regional average mean is set to 1 (//R) = 1) and the selected distribution is fitted by equating

the theoretical L-moment ratios to l,(R), f, / / and tf calculated in Equations 16 and 17. As

shown in Equation 18, the quantile, with non-exceedance probability F, may be estimated by

combining the quantile function of the fitted distribution (q ) with the at-site mean.

...18

Slightly more accurate quantile estimates are obtained in most cases if, as above, L-moment

ratios and not L-moments are averaged (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

This index value based regional frequency analysis approach using L-moments has been termed

the Regional L-moment Algorithm (RLMA) by Hoksing and Wallis (1997). As discussed above,

the RLMA has many reported advantages, including robustness, and is relatively simple to

apply. Routines obtained from Hosking (1996) were utilised for the calculation of the D and H

test statistics and for the implementation of the RLMA in South Africa, as described in Chapter

5. A procedure for the assessment of the accuracy of the quantiles estimated using the RLMA

is described in the following section,

2.2.5 Assessment of accuracy of estimated quantiles

The inherent uncertainty in statistical analysis requires that an assessment of the uncertainty

should be made. Traditionally, this has be done by constructing confidence intervals for

estimated parameters and quantiles, assuming that the statistical model's assumptions are
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satisfied. Such confidence intervals are of limited use as all the assumptions regarding the data

as rarely valid and uncertainty concerning the "correct" model selection is generally present

(Hosking and Wallis, 1997). In order to obtain realistic assessments of the accuracy of the

quantiles estimated using the RLMA, the possible of heterogeneity in the region, mis-

specification of the frequency distribution and statistical dependence between the data should

all be taken into account in a way which is consistent with the data.

Hosking and Wallis (1997) propose thai Monte Carlo simulation is a reasonable approach to

estimate the accuracy of the quantiles. The simulated regions should have the same number of

sites, record lengths at each site and regional average L-moments as the actual data, and should

include appropriate combinations and levels of heterogeneity, inter-site dependence and mis-

specification of model. Inter-site dependence is accounted for by assuming that if each site's

frequency distribution were transformed into the Normal distribution, then the joint distribution

of all N site would be multivariate Normal. The algorithm for the proposed Monte Carlo

simulation procedure is as follows:

(i) For each of the specified N sites, with individual record lengths «., calculate the at-site

L-momcnts from the observed data.

(ii) Estimate the parameters of the at-site frequency distribution given the at-site L-moment

ratios. The al-site frequency distribution should be chosen using goodness-of-fit

measures or if several or no distributions are suitable, then the flexible Wakeby or

Kappa distributions may be used,

(iii) Generate the matrix R of intcr-site correlations.

(iv) For M repetitions of the simulation procedure a random sample of length n, is generated

from the selected frequency distribution for each site in the region. For sites that have

inter-site dependence, the procedure is as follows:

• Generate a realisation of a random vector^, for each time point k=\,.... max(n,),

with elementsy ik, /=1,.,. N, that have a multivariate Normal distribution with

mean vector zero and covariance matrix R.

Calculate data values Qik = Q,(O{ yit)), where Qf is the quantile function for site

/ and <P is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Normal

distribution, i.e. cach>*a is transformed to the required marginal distribution.
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(v) Apply the RLMA to the sample of regional data.

• Calculate the at-site and regional average L-momem ratios.

• Fit the chosen distribution.

• Calculate estimates of the regional growth curve and at-site quantiles.

(vi) Calculate the measures of accuracy, for example, as:

III
Q,m{n-Q,(F) 19

where

R.(F) = Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),

Q.'"(F) = quantileestimate at /-th site of m-th repetition for non-exceedance

proabability F,

Q^F) - quantile at /-th site for non-exceedance proabability F estimated

using regional growth curve, and

M = number of repetitions of simulation procedure.

*

An estimate of the accuracy of the quantiles over all the sites in the region may be defined as the

regional average relative RMSE, RR(F), where

N

...20

In the following section a review of DDF studies in South Africa is presented. None of the

studies reviewed has adopted a regional approach to design storm estimation in South Africa.
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2.3 Review of One Day Design Storm Estimation Studies in South Africa

A review of studies for the estimation of short duration (< 24 h) design rainfalls in South Africa

was performed by Smithers and Schuize (1998) and is not repeated here. Relatively few studies

in South Africa have looked specifically at rainfall durations of 1 day and longer.

The SAWB (1956) used the Extreme Value Type 1 (EV1) distribution to produce 1 day design

rainfalls for return periods of 5, 10,15,20,30,40,60,80 and 100 years for 253 stations in South

Africa. Maps of 1 day : MAP ratios for 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 and 100 year return periods were also

presented. Schuize (1980) used the EVI distribution to estimate the 1, 2 and 7 day duration

rainfalls for the 2, 10,25 and 50 year return periods. Data from 396 raingauges were used in the

analysis and record lengths ranged from 30 to 100 years. Adamson (1981) used data from

approximately 2400 stations in southern Africa and computed the 1, 2, 3 and 7 day design

rainfalls for return periods up to 200 years. A censored log-Normal model of a partial duration

scries was used in this analysis of design rainfalls. More recently Pegram and Adamson (1988)

used the Two Component Extreme Value (TCEV) distribution to estimate catchment based long

duration design storms for selected catchments in Kwazulu-Natal.

All of the above studies in South Africa estimated point design rainfall values using at-site data

only. Some regional smoothing was done in some of the studies (e.g. SAWB, 1956; Schuize,

1980) as the results are presented as isolines, interpolated from the point estimates, of design

rainfalls for a specified return period. Thus no previous study has attempted to pool regional

information and thus increase the reliability of the design values.

The daily rainfall database housed by the Computing Centre for Water Research (CCWR) was

utilised to implement the RLMA and thus to estimate medium to long term design rainfall

values for South Africa. Chapter 3 investigates the availability and quality of the records

contained within this database.
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CHAPTER 3

DAILY RAINFALL DATABASE

The reliability of design rainfall values increases with longer records and records lengths less

than 10 years are generally not suitable for design rainfall estimation. Hence an assessment of

the number of daily rainfall stations, the available record lengths and the amount of missing data

is made in this chapter.

3.1 Station Distribution and Record Lengths

With the assistance of the CCWR, direct access to the daily rainfall database housed on the

CC WR 's mainframe computer was established. This enabled easy extraction of the daily records

and prevented duplication of the database on the CCWR computing system. Of the 11 171

stations available on the database, 78.9 % of the stations have been contributed by the South

African Weather Bureau (SAWB), 7.7 % by the Agriculture Research Council's Institute for

Soil, Climate and Water (ISCW), 3.3 % of the stations are joint SAWB and ISCW stations, 1.4

% of the stations by the South African Sugar Association Experiment Station (SASEX) and the

remainder (8.8 %) by private individuals.

The data used in this study were those contained in the daily rainfall database maintained by the

CCWR as of January 1999. A limitation of this database is that data from the ISCW were last

updated in approximately 1985 and this study would have benefited with more recent data from

this source.

A database of site information was established which is required for the identification of

relatively homogeneous regions in the index-storm based regional L-moments approach to

design storm estimation. The site characteristics included in database are:

• latitude (°),

• longitude (°),
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• altitude (m),

• seasonality (category), and

• concentration of precipitation (%), as defined by Markham (1970),

• mean annual precipitation (mm),

• distance from sea (m).

The rainfall seasonality information was extracted from Schul/e (1997) and is computed as

...21
MAP

where

P,,,it - smoothed concentration of precipitation for /-th month,

Pnll = median monthly rainfall for /-th month (mm), and

MAP = mean annual precipitation (mm).

Using P%J a site is categorised as all year {P% M2 > 20%), winter ( / \ 6 . s > 8%), early summer

(P% n > 8%), mid summer (P%, > 8%), late summer (P%2 > 8%) or very late summer (/\ l3.5 >

8%).

Gridded values of the concentration of precipitation were generated by Schulze (1997), which

are based on Markham's technique (Markham, 1970). This is a monthly rainfall index where

an index of 100% would imply that the rainfall all fel I within one month of the year and an index

of 0% would indicate that each month of the year received the same amount of rainfall.

In contrast to the findings of Smithcrs and Schulze (1998) with the short duration rainfall

database for South Africa, the number of stations with relatively long periods of record have a

good spatial distribution in South Africa. The distribution of record lengths for all stations in the

database is shown in Figure 1. The spatial distribution in South Africa of the stations which have

records lengths longer than 30 and 50 years are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
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50-74 yeare (9.4%)

\

\
\

\

j ; 25 yeare"(68.10%)]

25 -49 years (20.30%);

> 99 years (0.70%)

Figure 1 Distribution of daily rainfall record lengths in southern Africa

3.2 Missing Data

An assessment of the amount of missing data in the daily rainfall database for stations with

record lengths longer than 20 years is shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4 it is evident that more

than 20 % of daily rainfall stations in South Africa, which have record lengths longer than 20

years, have more than 10 % of their data missing in the rainfall season. These missing data could

be crucial to the estimation of design rainfalls and therefore the data need to be repaired. Thus

the infilling of missing data is addressed in the following chapter.
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Figure 2 Location of daily raingauges with record lengths > 30 years
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Figure 3 Location of daily raingauges with record lengths > 50 years
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Figure 4 Analysis of missing daily rainfall data in South Africa at stations which
have more than 20 years of record
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CHAPTER 4

INFILLING MISSING DAILY RAINFALL DATA

Missing records in hydrological data limit the applications in which the data can be used. For

example, missing records in daily rainfall data need to be infilled using an appropriate technique

before a daily simulation model can use the data. Similarly, in the context of this study, missing

days of data may contain extreme events which could be crucial to the estimation of design

rainfall depths.

4.1 Selected Techniques for Infilling Missing Rainfall Data

A number of techniques for infilling and extending daily rainfall records have been developed

and applied in South Africa. These include stochastic, inverse distance weighting, driver station

and expectation maximisation techniques.

4.1.1 Stochastic

Zucchini and Adamson (1984) used a first order Markov chain to model the occurrences of daily

rainfall in South Africa. The seasonal distribution of rainfall depths on rain days was modelled

using a Weibull distribution with the mean estimated using a truncated Fourier series as shown

in Equation 22. The shape parameter of the Weibull distribution was treated as a constant.

2m
—AT-\-%) ...22

,-=i L 365

where

mean of Weibull distribution of daily rainfall depth for day = T, 7=1, 2,

...,365,

amplitude parameters, and
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6f — phase parameters.

The wef.wet and wet:dry probabilities n{T) were modelled as

...23

where

-" r2*v
cos

«, = amplitude parameters, and

/?, ==• phase parameters.

The stochastic infilling technique makes use of a 12-parametcr (/?=2 and q=2) synthetic rainfall

generator developed by Zucchini and Adamson (1984), with parameters avai lable for 2550 daily

rainfall stations in southern Africa. The daily rainfall data at the target station are scanned for

missing data. When a period of missing data is found, a year of stochastic rainfall series is

generated, and the missing data are infilled from the corresponding period in the stochastic

series. This process is repeated for each period of missing data encountered, with a new year of

synthetic series generated for each period of missing data. This method of infilling periods of

missing daily rainfall has been automated by the CCWR for users in southern Africa.

A limitation of this method when applied, for example in rainfall-runoff modelling, is the

synthetically generated values of daily rainfall takes no cognisance of the rainfall on the day in

question at surrounding raingauges. Hence, the synthesised value may not reflect the general

regional rainfall trend for the day in question and may not be synchronised with observed

streamflow values.

4.1.2 Inverse distance weighting

The Inverse Distance Weighting (I DW) procedure weights the rainfall from selected surrounding

control stations in relation to their individual distances from the target station. Hence, the closer

a control station is situated to the target station, the higher the weighting that is assigned to the
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control station. A procedure based on the inverse of the distance squared was developed by

Meier (1997) where control rainfall stations within one degree latitude and longitude of the

target station are identified. The area surrounding the target station is divided into four quadrants

and the closest 10 rainfall stations in each quadrant to the target station are identified. Daily

rainfall files for these 10 stations are retrieved from the daily rainfall database housed by the

CCWR. When a period of missing data is encountered in the rainfall data at the target station,

the closest station in each quadrant with an observed, non-missing value of rainfall occurring on

that day is identified. Using the 1' x 1' MAP grid generated by Dent et al. (1987), this value is

adjusted by the ratio of the MAP at the grid point of the closest station and the MAP at the grid

point of the target station and the adjusted values are used to synthesize the missing value, as

shown in Equation 24. If a single quadrant had no non-missing rainfall value for the day

required, a single value was used from the remaining 3 quadrants. When 2 quadrants had no non-

missing rainfall for the required day, 2 stations were selected from each of the remaining 2

quadrants. Similarly, if only a single quadrant had non-missing values on the required day, then

3 stations were selected from that quadrant.

XJ-
4 ...24

where

MAP{i)

MAP(c,i)

d.2

synthesised rainfall at target station,

observed rainfall at closest station with non-missing data in

quadrant i,

mean annual precipitation at the target station,

mean annual precipitation at the control station in quadrant /', and

distance from the control station in quadrant i to the target station.
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4.1.3 Driver station

In the driver station approach, periods of missing data in the target raingauge data are infilled

from surrounding control raingauges. On days of missing data in the target data set, the data are

infilled, after adjustment by the ratio of the MAP of the target and control raingauges as shown

in Equation 25, from the raingauge deemed to be the most suitable. In the event of the most

suitable raingauge also having missing data for the period in question, data from the next most

suitable raingauge arc used for infilling after appropriate scaling by the respective raingauge

MAPs, This technique has been automated for users by the CCWR.

I _ , _

MAP(C)

where

v, -• synthesised rainfall at target station,

I'I ~ observed rainfall at selected control station with non-missing data

on required day,

MAP(t) - mean annual precipitation at the target station, and

MAP(c) ~ mean annual precipitation at the control station.

4.1.4 Expectation maximisation algorithm

The Expectation Maximisation Algorithm (EMA), formalised by Dempster et al. (1977), was

adopted by Makhuvha et al. (1997a; 1997b) to infill missing data in monthly rainfall records.

The EMA recursively substitutes missing data and then re-estimates the multiple linear

regression relationship between the data at the target station and the data from the selected

nearby control stations. Makhuvha et al. (1997a) treated all the records simultaneously and

Makhuvha et ai. (1997b) showed that this approach outperformed other regression based

methods in terms of accuracy, variance preservation and speed of infilling. The modifications

made to the EMA are detailed in Makhuva et al. (1997a) and the EMA as summarised by

Makhuva et al. (1997b) consists of 2 steps, which for a reasonable initial guess (p{0) of the

parameters, which consist of /* and £, and for the (r + I )-th interation are:
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EStep

Individual elements:

zjf+n = Zjj, ifz,j is observed ...26a

z\?+l) = p{-r) + [Zj - fjj I 0j , ifz//is missing ...26b

Product elements:

= ZlpZ]^, if either is, or both are, observed ...27a

[] ° = Z«r)zir) + a ̂  - A V ) ^ i ° - if both are missing ...27b

where

Z = represents the matrix of rainfall depths at more than 2 sites,

Zy - target site's data,

zik = any one of the control site's data,

z* = is the vector of complete observations in row / of Z,

M*lr} - is the subset of/;01 corresponding to z*,

^v*
(') = is the covariance matrix of z', a subset of Y}'\

or,/<r) = (/,*)-* element of

M Step:

Further details of the EMA can be obtained from Makhuva et al. (1997a; 1997b).

-29
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Prior to infilling missing rainfall data, outliers need to be identified and the sites grouped

(Pegram, 1997b). Pegram (1997a) developed a set of routines (CLASSR) to enable a user to

detect outliers and select suitable groupings of stations for the infilling of missing monthly

rainfall totals. In addition, a modified version of the EMA used by Makhuvha el al. (1997a;

1997b) was utilised by Pegram (1997a) to create the PATCHR routines which are used to infill

missing monthly rainfall totals. Currently version 5 of CLASSR and PATCHR are available.

Both the CLASSR and PATCHR programs operate on monthly time step data (Pegram, 1997b).

In this study, station selection was therefore performed using data at monthly time intervals and

hence the CLASSR5 program was modified to create CLASSR5 A which enables data input from

different data formats. Similar to the approach used by Pegram and Pegram (1993), the

PATCHR5 program was modified in this study to operate on a daily time interval and the

modified program has been termed PATCHR6.

The EMA technique requires the selection of suitable control stations. For the EMA procedure

a classification is performed using the CLASSR program to ascertain the suitability of using the

selected target and control stations for the simultaneous infilling of missing data. A procedure

was thus developed to select potential control stations for each target station and is discussed in

the following section.

4.2 Selection of Initial Control Stations

For all 3 945 daily rainfall stations in southern Africa which were extracted from the daily

rainfall database housed by the CCWR and which have 20 or more years of continuous records,

the Euclidean Distance (ED) between each target station and all other potential control stations

was calculated. As shown in Equation 30, the characteristics used in the calculation of ED were

the distances between the target and all potential control stations as well as the differences in

mean annual precipitation and altitude of the target and ail potential control stations. An index

of the overlapping years of record computed between the target and control stations, as shown

in Equation 31, is also included in ED. These characteristics were normalized such that the range

of each characteristic lay in the range 0 to 1.
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where

ED

Y

/=/

...30

Euclidean Distance,

weight assigned to /-th characteristic,

distance (/ = 1), MAP (z=2), altitude 0=3) and overlapping record (i=A),

and

/-th normalized characteristic.

= /

where

OR - index of overlap of records at target and control stations,

start year of record for target station,

end year of record for target station,

start year of record for control station, and

end year of record for control station.

• • • • > '

The performance of the EMA has been shown by Smithers et al, (1999) to be sensitive to the

weights assigned to the characteristics. Based on the initial results by Smithers et al. (1999) all

Wj were set to 1, while an additional requirement was that the distance between the target and

control stations had to be less than 50 km. Thus, for each target station an initial set of control

stations, with a maximum of 9 control stations, was selected. In cases where the maximum

physical distance between any of the 9 control stations and the target stations exceeded 50 km,

the number of control stations was reduced accordingly.
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4.3 Phasing of Daily Rainfall Data

One of the problems associated with the infilling of missing daily rainfall data, and which is not

applicable when infilling missing monthly rainfall totals, is that the daily rainfall total for the

same event may be incorrectly recorded by some observers and appear in the records as

occurring on different days at adjacent or nearby stations, i.e. some observers record the rainfall

measured at 08:00 as occurring on the previous day whilst other observers may record the total

for the 24 h period ending at 08:00 against the date for the current day. Hence a so-called

"phase" problem is introduced into the data. This phasing problem has previously been identified

in South African daily rainfall data by Schulze (1980) and Meier (1997) as it becomes important

when modelling runoff from a distributed catchment configuration using data from a number of

different daily raingauges. In addition, the phasing problem could lead to erroneous relationships

between stations being developed by the EMA and could thus influence the infilled values. It is

for the above reasons that the phasing problem was addressed in this study.

From daily rainfall observations at adjacent stations, it was noted that the phase shift in daily

rainfall data was not always consistent when viewed over long periods of time, i.e. adjacent or

nearby stations may have certain periods in their records where the data arc out of phase and

other periods where the data are in phase. The inconsistency over time may be due to a change

in one of the observers or a change in the observation procedure by one of the observers at some

point in the record. Although it may be argued that the phasing problem is not an error and may

be explained by the random nature of rainfall in space and time, the systematic nature of this

phasing error confirms that the data were, in the majority of cases, recorded on the incorrect day

by one of the observers. In an attempt to automate the correction of the phasing error for the

purposes of infilling missing values using the EMA, the following procedure was implemented:

Daily rainfall data from the target and 9 control stations, selected as described above,

were aligned for each calendar day.

• Beginning at the first record and working sequentially to the last record of the observed

series, rainfall events, which had at least one day with no rain at the start and end of the

event, were identified at each of the control stations.
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• In the case of missing rainfall data at the target station for the identified event, the first

control station which did not have missing data was used as the "target" station for that

event for the purposes of phasing the data at the remaining control stations.

For each event and at each control station, the sum of the differences between the control

and target stations were computed for three options. These were for:

no shift in the data,

lagging the control data for the event by one day or

moving the control data for the event forward by a day.

• The summed differences for the each of the three possibilities were compared and the

option with the lowest difference between the control and target station for the event was

implemented.

An example of this automated procedure to correct for phase errors in daily rainfall data is

shown for Station 0239482 A (Cedara) in Table 1.

4.4 Outlier Detection

When collecting hydrometeorological data it is inevitable that errors will occur in the data sets.

In daily rainfall data, in addition to the phasing errors discussed in the previous section, errors

in recorded rainfall amounts may be due to incorrect recording of the rainfall depth by the

observer or due to errors introduced when the data are entered into an electronic form. An

example of such an error may be the incorrect placement of the decimal point for the rainfall on

a particular day, as has been illustrated for extreme events in South Africa by Schulze (1984).

One method of attempting to identify such errors is to investigate inconsistencies between the

data from stations which are relatively close to each other.
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Table Example of automated phasing correction of daily rainfall at Station

0239482 A

Year

1919
1919
1919

19J9
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919

1919
1919
1919
1919

1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919

1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919

Month

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Day

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Rainfall (mm* 10)
0239482 A
Original

0
0

229
0
15
18
0

160
0
0
38
3
15
0
0
3
3
0
38
109
5
5
5
79
3
0
0
0
0
8
25
13

401
0
3
46
15
66
145
25
89
20
8
0
0

0239421 W
Original

0
0
0

254
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
43
0
18
0
0
43
0
0
33
64
0
0
13
84
0
8
8
0
0
!5
23
10

320
0
0
25
15

. 20
140
23
66
0
15
0

Phased
0
0

254
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
43
0
18
0
0
0
43
0
33
64
0
0
13
84
0
0
8
8
0
15
23
10

320
0
0
25
15
20
140
23
66
0
15
0
0

0269477 A
Original

0
0

356
69
0
20
0
10
0
0
86
0
84
8
0
25
0
0
69
117
10
0
15
91
0
0
0
76
0
0
38
30
165
0
0
66
30
114
241
91
41
178
84
0
0

Phased
0
0

356
69
0
20
0
10
0
0
86
0
84
8
0
25
0
0
69
117
10
0
15
9]
0
0
0
76
0
0
38
30
165
0
0
66
30
114
241
91
41
178
84
0
0
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The concept of the covariance biplot is useful in identifying rainfall data which are strongly

correlated and for identifying outliers (Bassonetal., 1994; Pegram, 1997a; Pegram, 1997b). An

example of the station year biplot, produced using the CLASSR routines developed by Pegram

(1997a) for the months of January and December for Station 0239482 A and nine control stations

is shown in Figure 5. Stations with apparent outlier data are far removed in the biplot from the

remainder of the stations.
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Figure 5 Examples of station year biplots at Station 0239482 A, where circles indicate
potential outlier points

The routines developed by Pegram (1997a) are interactive and require the user to manually

identify outliers in the data using the output produced by the program (e.g. as shown in Figure

5). In order to automate the detection of outliers, the following procedure was implemented

using monthly rainfall totals:

• For each year in the station year biplot the angle a relative to the origin (0,0) of the line

drawn through the point, as shown in Figure 6, was calculated.
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covariance biplot

Outliers in the X and Y directions and angle values of the station year biplot were

identified by computing upper and lower cutoff limits (CL. and CL respectively) as

presented by Basson et at. (1994) and shown in Equation 32.

Q

...32

FJS- l.S{F7S-F,s)

where

Fx = *-th non-exceedence percentile of the data, i.e. F7S - F2i is the

interquartile range either side of the median.

An additional eutofflimit for the angles (CA) was calculated as

MJ+\.5SDJ ...33

where

MA = mean of the angles of all points in the biplot, and

SD4 = standard deviation of angles in the biplot.

Outliers in monthly rainfall data were identified using the station year biplot when:

the point was both an outlier in the X-direction and the angle of the point was an

outlier, or
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the point was both an outlier in the Y-direction and the angle of the point was an

outlier, or

if the absolute value of the angle exceeded CA.

When the data for a particular month and year at a station were identified as an outlier

using the station year biplot, then outliers in monthly totals of rainfall were established.

If outliers in the monthly totals of rainfall were found, then a further analysis on the daily

rainfall data was pursued.

If more than a single high (or low) outlier was identified within the monthly rainfall

totals, then identification and exclusion of high (or low) outliers in the daily rainfall data

was not performed.

In order to identify outliers in the daily rainfall data for a given year and month, which

had been identified as an outlier using the station year biplot and which had a single high

(or low) monthly rainfall total, rainfall totals were computed at each station for a moving

window, which increments by one day at a time and which is four days wide. Outlier

values (i.e. stations) in the rainfall total for the 4 day window period were then identified.

If a day at a particular station was identified as a high (or low) outlier in all the windows

in which it appears, and the monthly rainfall total was also identified as a high (or low)

monthly rainfall total, then the data for that day and station were flagged as an outlier and

excluded in subsequent infilling procedures.

4.5 Infilling Procedure

After an initial rough infilling of the missing monthly rainfall totals had been performed to

enable further analysis of the data, the CLASSR program (Pegram, 1997a) provides output to

assist in identifying stations which have similar characteristics and which can be reasonably used

to jointly infill missing data at the stations. This output consists of station vs months and stations

vs years biplots, for both months and stations, as well as a cluster analysis of similar stations for

each month. Generally it was found that the grouping of stations identified by the biplots and

cluster analysis corresponded reasonably well.
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in order to automate the identification of suitable control stations to infill the target station, the

following procedure was implemented:

• Nine initial potential control stations were selected for each target station, as described

in Section 4.2.

• A cluster analysis of the target and 9 control stations for annual average and each

individual month is output from the CLASSR programme (Pegram, 1997a). Using this

output, the number of times that the potential control stations had the same cluster

membership as the target station was counted, and the stations were ranked according to

this total.

• All potential control stations which were identified as having the same cluster

membership as the target station for all 13 cluster analyses (annual average and 12

individual months) were adopted as control stations, irrespective of the final number of

control stations.

• If fewer than four control stations were identified using the above procedure, all stations

having a rank ^4 were adopted as control stations (i.e. at least 9 of the 13 cluster analyses

had the same cluster membership as the control station).

Using the EMA algorithm (Makhuvha et a!., 1997a), as implemented by Pegram (1997a),

missing data in the target and control stations were then infilled simultaneously. In this

implementation only the infilled values from the target station were retained, as it was

postulated that missing data in the control station may be infilled better, possibly by

using more suitable control stations, when the control station was considered as the target

station. However, in the event that for a particular target station one of more of the

control stations had already been infilled (i.e. they had previously in the analysis already

been considered as target stations), then the infilled values were used to infill the current

target station under consideration.

Although some cognisance is taken of overlapping records in the selection of initial potential

control stations, some missing daily rainfall data were still found after the above procedure had

been implemented. In such cases, the remaining missing data were infilled using the first non-

missing data encountered in the initial control stations (9), and adjusting the daily infilled value

using the ratio of the median monthly rainfall values for the two stations. Median monthly
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rainfall values were computed from the observed daily rainfall data, with months which had

missing daily rainfall data excluded from the analysis.

Once the missing daily rainfall data had been infilled using the EMA, the RLMA was

implemented. The first step in the RLMA is to identify homogeneous regions and this aspect is

addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

REGIONALISATION OF DAILY RAINFALL

A procedure similar to that used by Smithers and Schulze (1998) was adopted for the

regionaiisation of the daily rainfall stations into relatively homogenous regions for the estimation

of design rainfalls. This approach was based on the Regional L-Momcnt Algorithm (RLMA)

developed by Hosking and Wallis (1993; 1997), which identifies potentially homogeneous

regions by a cluster analysis of site characteristics and then tests the homogeneity of the region

using the statistics of the sites in the region.

5.1 Identification of Homogeneous Daily Rainfall Regions

The measures of discordancy (D) and heterogeneity (//) developed by Hosking and Wallis

{1993; 1997) and described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, were used to identify anomalies in the

data and test for homogeneous regions respectively. These tests have been used successfully in

South Africa by Smithers and Schulze (1998) in the regionaiisation of short duration rainfall

frequency distributions. A station is considered to be discordant with the rest of the group if

D > 3 and a cluster of stations is "acceptably" heterogeneous if H < 2. In the selection of

stations to be used in the regionaiisation procedure, a compromise between record length and

distribution of stations resulted in the selection of stations which have at least 40 years of record.

The distribution of the 1806 daily rainfall stations in South Africa which have at least 40 years

of record is shown in Figure 7. The L-CV and L-skewness of the 1806 daily rainfall stations are

shown in Figure 8. Stations which have D > 3 (i.e. are discordant) are circled in Figure 8. The

data for all 1806 stations considered together are clearly very heterogeneous with H = 39.3, thus

indicating that further subdivision is necessary to achieve relatively homogeneous rainfall

regions.

Ten of the 1806 rainfall stations with record lengths of at least 40 years were excluded from the

regionaiisation procedure. These 10 hidden stations were then used to independently evaluate

the performance uf the RLMA.
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The random distribution in South Africa of the stations (71) which have a discordancy index >

3, as shown in Figure 9, does not reveal any regional bias in the discordancy, i.e. all the

discordant stations do not occur in similar climatic or geographic regions. In addition, a similar

analysis performed on each of theses discordant stations, using nearby stations, indicated that

these stations were consistent with the surrounding stations and were therefore included in

subsequent analyses.
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5.2 Results of Cluster Analyses

Subdivision of South Africa was achieved by a cluster analysis of site characteristics, using

Ward's minimum variance hierarchical algorithm (SAS, 1989), which tends to form clusters of

roughly equal size (Hosking and Watlis, 1997). The cluster analysis is the most subjective aspect

of the RLMA and it may be necessary to relocate sites/create new clusters subjectively, but

based on geographical and physical considerations (Hosking and Wallis, 1997). In the cluster

analysis, a vector of site characteristics is associated with each site and standard multivariate

statistical analysis is performed to group sites according the similarity of the vectors (Hosking

and Wallis, 1997).

The site characteristics used in the cluster analysis were:

• latitude (°),

• longitude (°),

• altitude (m),

• concentration of precipitation (%),

• mean annual precipitation (mm),

• seasonality (category), and

• distance from sea (m).

All site characteristics were transformed to lie in the range between 0 and 100, as the cluster

analysis is very sensitive to the Euclidian distance or scale (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

The number of clusters to create is a subjective decision. Simulation results by Hosking and

Wallis (1997) indicate that very little improvement in the accuracy of the regional growth curves

for return periods < 1000 years is achieved with more than 20 stations per cluster. Using the

1806 daily rainfall stations in South Africa which have at least 40 years of daily rainfall record,

the mean and Standard Deviation (SD) of the heterogeneity measure (H), computed for each of

the clusters, and for the number of clusters ranging from 15 to 150 is shown in Figure 10.

Smithers and Schulze (1998), in a regionalisation of extreme short duration rainfall data,

identified 15 homogeneous clusters in South Africa and hence 15 clusters was used as a starting
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point. From Figure 10 it is evident that when fewer than 60 clusters were formed, the mean of

the H values was greater than 2, which is the upper threshold for acceptably heterogeneous

clusters. In addition, a local "minimum" in the mean and SD of the H values is apparent for 60

clusters. Hence, initially 60 clusters were formed, of which 24 clusters were still unacceptably

heterogeneous (H> 2) and thus further clustering and subjective adjustments were necessary.

The number of stations per cluster in the 60 clusters ranged from 4 to 85 and, as shown in Figure

11, the //value was not affected by the number of stations in the cluster.

In each of the clusters which were unacceptably heterogeneous (H>2), the stations were further

divided into two or more clusters using the clustering analysis procedure of site characteristics,

and this process was continued until all the newly created clusters were relatively homogeneous

(// < 2). This process resulted in 113 clusters, all of which were acceptably heterogeneous

(H < 2), and the number of stations per cluster ranged from 2 to 74.

> _..

M. m
30 45 60 90
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120 150

| 'f\ Mean SD

Figure 10 Mean and standard deviation of heterogeneity measure (//) for
different number of clusters
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In addition to the 10 stations hidden from the regionalisation for the purposes of assessing the

performance of the RLMA, a further 8 stations were excluded which displayed significant trends

in the annual rainfall totals and which were discordant from the surrounding stations. Thus 1 789

stations were used to create the 113 clusters. Fourteen clusters contained 3 or fewer stations.

Thirteen of these clusters were joined to adjacent clusters to form larger clusters, which were still

acceptably heterogeneous, resulting in 102 relatively homogeneous clusters. The spatial

distribution of the stations making up each of the 102 relatively homogenous clusters indicated

some overlap of stations at adjacent clusters. While this spatial overlap is acceptable since the

clustering is based on 7 characteristics and the clusters are relatively homogenous, further

clustering of stations was performed to make the clusters more physically coherent. Hence,

clusters with overlapping stations were joined and a cluster analysis was performed using the

pooled stations to create 2 or more clusters. Thus stations were not moved subjectively between

clusters but the selection of clusters to pool together was based on the physical coherence of the

initial clusters. This re-clustering process was continued until reasonable physical coherence of

clusters was attained. The number of clusters at this point was 78 and the number of stations per

cluster ranged from 3 and 66 stations with an average of 23, as shown in Figure 12. The

distribution of the 78 relatively homogeneous clusters in South Africa is shown in Figure 13.
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CHAPTER 6

ESTIMATION OF DESIGN RAINFALL

Once relatively homogeneous rainfall regions have been identified, the next step in the RLMA

is the selection of an appropriate probability distribution to be used in the frequency analysis.

The selected distribution was then used to estimate regional quantile growth curves for each

cluster and hence at-site design rainfall values were estimated. The accuracy of these design

values were then assessed and comparisons performed with design values previously used in

South Africa.

6.1 Choice of Frequency Distribution

The choice of a regional distribution using L-moment ratios is based on fitting an assumed

distribution to the regional record length weighted L-moment ratios (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).

Thus the fitted distribution will have the same L-CV as the regional average values and the

quality of fit is judged by the difference between the L-kurtosis of the fitted distribution (tA
PD)

and the regional average (t/). The sampling variability (<r4) is obtained by repeated simulations

of a homogeneous region, having the fitted distribution, with the same number of sites and

record lengths as the observed data. This procedure is described in Section 2.2.3.

In practice, Hosking and Wallis (1997) assume that reasonable estimates of the sampling

distribution can be obtained by using the flexible 4-parameter Kappa distribution, instead of

repeated simulations with different candidate distributions. The Z statistic is computed as shown

in Equation 34. According to Hosking and Wallis (1997) the fit is adequate if Z is "sufficiently

close to zero" and they suggest that Iz I < 1.64 is a reasonable criterion to indicate that the fit of

the assumed distribution is adequate. A formal definition of the statistic is presented in Section

2.2.3.
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Five probability distributions were evaluated as potential candidate distributions in the frequency

analysis. These were the Generalised Logistic (GLO), General Extreme Value (GEV), 3-

parameter log-Normal (LN3), Pearson-III (P3) and General Pareto distributions (GPA). One

option was to determine the most appropriate probability distribution in each of the 78 relatively

homogeneous clusters. However, from a practical point of view it was decided to determine, for

the one day duration, an appropriate distribution which is applicable to all clusters and which is

then assumed to apply to longer durations as well. This approach of a single appropriate

distribution for all clusters is supported by Wallis (1997). Using the Z-test statistic, the number

of clusters in which the candidate distributions were acceptable and the best candidate

distribution for each cluster was computed, with the results summarised in Table 2. Both the

GLO and GEV had similar performances in terms of the number of times each distribution was

selected as the best distribution for each of the clusters. However, the GEV distribution was

acceptable in substantially more clusters and hence was selected as the most appropriate

distribution to use in all the clusters.

Table 2 Performance of candidate probability distributions in 78 clusters

Criterion

Number of clusters in which distribution is acceptable

Number of clusters in which the distribution is the best

GLO

35

33

GEV

52

30

LN3

30

11

P3

11

4

GPA

2

0

6.2 Assessment of Regional Quantile Growth Curves

Uncertainty is inherent in any statistical analysis and hence it is necessary to assess the

magnitude of the uncertainty. Traditionally the uncertainty is quantified by constructing

confidence intervals for the estimated model parameters and quantiles, assuming that all the

statistical model's assumptions are satisfied. The assumptions are rarely, if ever, all true when
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performing a frequency analysis. Thus a realistic assessment of the accuracy of a regional

frequency analysis should account for the possibility of heterogeneity in the regions,

inappropriate frequency distribution and dependence between observed data at different sites.

Hosking and Wallis (1997) thus advocate the use of Monte Carlo simulation procedures to

estimate the accuracy of the quantiles in a regional frequency analysis.

Regional growth curves for each duration were developed for each cluster and relate the ratio

between design rainfall and an index value to return period. Examples of growth curves for

selected clusters and design rainfall values estimated using the growth curves are shown in this

section. The GEV distribution, which is shown in Section 6.1 to be an appropriate distribution

for extreme 1 day rainfall in South Africa, was used to estimate the design storms.

6.2.1 Accuracy of estimates

The accuracy of quantile estimates were assessed by their bias and RMSE which were computed

by a Monte Carlo simulation procedure as described in Section 2.2.5. For each site in each

cluster and for all durations considered a random sample was generated which had the same

record length as the observed data, using the selected frequency distribution at each site with

population equal to the observed data. Thus, for each cluster and duration, a region was

simulated having the same number of stations, record lengths, heterogeneity and regional

average L-moment ratios as the observed data. This procedure was repeated 100 times, to give

100 simulated regions. The simulations assumed the regions to be homogeneous with a GEV

frequency distribution and routines provided by Hosking (1996) were used to implement the

procedure. For each of the 100 repetitions, the errors in the simulated growth curve and quantiles

were calculated and then accumulated and averaged to estimate the bias and Root Mean Square

Error (RMSE).. Thus, 90 % error bounds can be constructed by selecting the 5th and 95th

percentiles from the 100 ranked errors between the simulated region and actual data. For

example, the 90 % error bounds for the regional quantile growth curve for Clusters 25 and 77

are shown in Figure 14. In order to estimate an at-site design rainfall depth, the regional quantile

growth curve was re-scaled by the at-site mean of the Annual Maximum Series (AMS), which
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is equivalent to the first L-moment (L_l). Thus, by using the error bounds of the quantile growth

curve, error bounds in the design estimate may be obtained.
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Figure 14 Examples of estimated regional growth curves and their 90 %
error bounds

6.2.2 At-sire vs regional quantiles

In order to assess the performance of the RLMA, 10 daily rainfall stations which cover a range

of climatic regions in South Africa were excluded from the regional!sation. Each of these

stations was allocated to the cluster with the closest Euclidean distance between the site

characteristics of the station and the mean of the site characteristics of all sites within a cluster.

The location of the hidden stations is shown in Figure 15 and cluster numbers determined for

each of the hidden stations are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3 Hidden stations and cluster numbers

Station

0021055_W

0059572 A

0144899 W

0239482 A

0261368 W

0299357 W

0317447AW

0442811 W

0513404 W

0677834 W

Name

Cape Town Maitland

East London

Middleburg

Cedara

Bloemfontem

Cathedra! Peak Hotel

Upington

Nooitegedacht

Pretoria

Pietersburg

Cluster

51

4

6

15

10

17

35

24

16

28

0317447

\ 0021055 ^ 3

/0513404

/ Q261368,

^ 0144899

EOT

0677834

" 0)442811/

0059572

1DO0 Kilomel

7
9482

era

Provincial S
International
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V

s

Figure 15 Location of the 10 hidden daily rainfall stations in South Africa

A comparison between the design rainfall estimated using the at-site data and and estimated

from the regional quantile curve is shown in Figure 16 for the 10 hidden stations which were not
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used in the regionalisation procedure. Included in Figure 16 are the 90% error bounds of the

design values estimated from the error bounds of the quantile growth curve.

As shown in Figure 16, the 1 day design rainfall depths estimated from the observed data and

from the regional growth curve are similar for return periods up to 20 years and, with the

exception of three stations (0021055 W, 0239482 A and 0513404 W), the values estimated from

the regional growth curve generally exceed the values estimated from the at-site data for return

periods greater than 20 years. The regional growth curve pools information from stations within

a relatively homogeneous region and is thus considered to result in more reliable estimates of

design rainfall than values estimated directly from the at-site data. Hence the recommended

design values estimated using the regional growth curve are generally more conservative for

longer return periods than those estimated directly from the at-site data.

6.3 Estimation of One Day Design Rainfall Depths for South Africa

Ninety per cent error bounds in the quantile growth curves were generated for all 78 relatively

homogeneous clusters in South Africa. Each of 3 945 daily rainfall stations which have more

than 20 years of record were assigned to a cluster based on the minimum Euclidian distance

between the site and the mean of that cluster's site characteristics. In addition, quantile growth

curves for each of the 78 clusters were estimated. Thus, design rainfalls and error bounds for the

design values were estimated at each of the 3 945 sites using the appropriate regional quantile

growth curve re-scaled for each site using the at-site mean of the AMS (L_l) estimated from the

at-site data. Examples of these results for a few stations are contained in Appendix A for

durations of 1 to 7 days. The design rainfalls for all 3 945 sites are contained in Portable

Document Format (PDF) on the diskettes which accompany this report.
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Figure 16 Comparison of design rainfall depths computed from at-site data and from
regional growth curves at 10 stations not used in the regionalisation process (I-
beams indicate 90% error bounds)
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Figure 16 (cont) Comparison of design rainfall depths computed from at-site data and
from regional growth curves at 10 stations not used in the
regionalisation process (I-beams indicate 90% error bounds)

6.4 Comparison of Design Values with Previous Estimates

A comparison was performed between the 1 day design rainfall estimated in this study using a

regional approach and those estimated by Adamson (1981). The Relative Difference (RD) was

computed, as shown in Equation 35, between 1 day design rainfall estimated in this study and
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those estimated by Adamson {i 98 i) at 2 105 stations in South Africa and TOT return periods of

2 to 200 years.

„ „ PflLMAJ ~ PADAMJ
KVT =

where

RDT = Relative Difference for return period = T years,

PA T = T'year return period design rainfall estimated using the RLMA and GEV

distribution in this study,

Tyear return period design rainfall estimated by Adamson (1981), who

used a single site approach and a censored LN distribution.

A frequency analysis was performed for the RDT values computed at the 2 105 stations and the

results are summarised in Figure 17. From Figure 17 it is evident that for return periods less than

50 years the differences between the design rainfall estimated in this study and by Adamson

(1981) are less than 20 % at the majority of the stations. As expected the differences are bigger

for longer return periods and for return periods ^50 years there is a definite trend with the

Adamson design values exceeding the values computed in this study. The differences in the

design rainfall values estimated in the two studies may be attributed to the following factors:

• The longer record lengths used in this study,

• The stringent data quality control procedures used in this study.

• The different approaches to design rainfall estimation used in the two studies:

Adamson (1981) used a single site approach with a censored LN distribution.

This study used a regional approach and adopted the GEV distribution.

L-moments used in this study to fit the GEV distribution are less influenced by outliers

in the data.

As shown in Figure 16, design rainfall depths computed using the regional approach generally

exceed the values computed directly from the at-site data. In addition, the regional approach has
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been shown in many international studies to result in more reliable and robust estimates

compared to design values computed using only single at-site data. Thus, it is postulated that the

design values computed in this study may be used with confidence.
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Figure 17 Comparison between 1 day design rainfall estimated in this study
and values estimated by Adamson (1981)
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Design rainfall depths for durations of 1 day and longer were last estimated for South Africa in

the early 1980s using data up to the late 1970s. Thus nearly 20 additional years of record are

currently available for analysis at many stations and many stations which did not qualify for

inclusion in previous studies are now included. In addition, the growing acceptance that

regionalised approaches to frequency analyses results in more reliable and robust design values

necessitated the revision of design rainfall depths for durations of 1 day and longer.

A relatively dense network of daily raingauges with long records are available in South Africa.

The daily rainfall database maintained by the Computing Centre for Water Research was used

in this study and no additional data were acquired during this project. One shortcoming of this

database is that data from the Institute of Soils, Climate and Water (ISCW) were last updated

in approximately 1985 and this study would have benefitted with up to date data from the ISCW.

The available record lengths were deemed to be sufficient for a study of this nature with more

than 1800 raingauges in South Africa having record lengths longer than 40 years.

It was noted that, for the approximately 4 000 daily raingauges which have record lengths longer

than 20 years, more than 20% of the raingauges had at least 10% of the data missing in the rainy

season. Hence, a considerable effort went into developing and adapting techniques to infill the

missing data.

The procedures developed by Pegram (1997b), which operate on monthly rainfall totals and

utilise the EMA algorithm to infill missing data, were modified to operate on a daily time step.

The routines were, furthermore, automated and numerous data checks were built into the

programs. For example, outliers in the daily rainfall data were only discarded if the monthly

total was also considered an outlier, using both the covariance biplot and conventional threshold

limits. A further outlier test on daily values was then performed (i.e. after the total for the month

had been identified as an outlier) and daily values were only discarded if the value was

identified as an outlier in each of the 4 days of a moving 4 day window. The selection of control
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stations was automated in a two stage process where the initial control stations were selected

based on distance, MAP, altitude and overlapping years of record and the second stage discarded

any of the initial control stations if they did not appear to fit the character of the target and

remaining control stations.

The regional index value approach based on L-moments adopted in this study to estimate design

rainfall depths was successfully implemented. The clustering of stations using site characteristics

enables the independent testing of the cluster of sites for homogeneity. Data from approximately

1800 sites with z 40 years of record were used to identify 78 relatively homogeneous daily

rainfall clusters in South Africa. This is substantially more than the 15 clusters identified by

Smithers and Schulze (1998) in a study of short duration design rainfalls. Many more daily

rainfall sites were available for this study with a far denser distribution in South Africa than the

sites available for the short duration design rainfall study. Hence, the larger number of stations

used in this study enabled a far more detailed investigation of rainfall regionalisation and used

data that are more reliable than those used in the short duration design rainfall study.

The allocation of stations to a particular cluster is not unique. Further localised pooling and

re-clustering of stations from adjacent clusters may result in a different number and

configuration of relatively homogenous clusters. However, the 78 clusters identified are

relatively homogenous and are spatially coherent and thus further clustering was not attempted.

The GEV distribution was adopted for use in all the clusters in this study and is consistent with

findings in South Africa by Smithers (1996) and Smithers and Schulze (1998) and with other

international design rainfall studies summarised by Smithers and Schulze (1998).

The accuracy of the quantile growth curves for each cluster was assessed using a Monte Carlo

simulation procedure and 90 % error bounds were computed. The comparison at 10 sites, which

were not used in the regionalisation procedure, between 1 day design rainfall depths estimated

using the regionalised and at-site approaches indicated that for return periods up to 50 years the

two approaches resulted in similar design values, buUhat design values estimated using the

regionalised approach generally exceeded the at-site values for longer return periods (^50 years).
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Using the quantile growth curves and ihe mean oFthe annual maximum series (L_I) computed

from the observed data, the 1 to 7 day design rainfall depths and their 90 % error bounds were

computed for approximately 4 000 sites in South Africa. The amount of printout required to

reflect all these design values is substantial and thus the design rainfall values for each station

are contained in Portable Document Format (PDF) on the diskettes which accompany this report.

A comparison between the I day rainfall depths estimated in this study and by Adamson (1981)

indicated that the design values were similar between the two studies for return periods < 50

years. However, for longer return periods the design depths estimated by Adamson (1981) were

generally larger than the values generated in this study. Some of the differences in design values

estimated may be attributed to the different approaches taken in the two studies. Adamson

(1981) used a single site approach with a censored LN distribution whereas this study adopted

a regional approach with the GEV distribution. In addition, the effect of outliers in the data was

reduced in this study by the use of L-moments to fit the probability distributions.

It was found in this study that design rainfall depths computed using the regional approach

generally exceed the values computed directly from the at-site data. The regional approach has

also been shown in numerous other studies to result in more reliable and robust estimates

compared to single site point estimates. Thus, it is concluded that the design rainfall depths

computed in this study may be used with confidence.

It is recommended that a user friendly front end computer program be developed to enable users

to identify appropriate stations and to retrieve the information. One option would be to develop

a program which could be distributed and installed on a user's computer. Another option which

should be considered is the development of an interactive WWW based system where users can

access the results. The WWW based system approach to the dissemination of the results enables

users to access the most up to date information and does not require the re-distribution of the

program to users when any updates or changes are made, which would be necessary for a

distributed computer version of the program.

In order to estimate design rainfall depths at ungauged sites, it is necessary to estimate the L_l

value at the ungauged sites. Hence it is recommended that further research should investigate
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estimating L_ 1 as a function of site characteristics, which are available at ungauged sites, hence

enabling design rainfall depths to be estimated at the ungauged site.

For users without access to a computer to enable rapid access to the results, it is recommended

that the point design rainfall values be used to produce an isoline design rainfall map of South

Africa for each return period. The design rainfall isoline maps may be generated using the values

from approximately 4 000 stations computed in this study. Another alternative would be to

estimate the index value (£„/) and hence compute design rainfall values on a minute-by-minute

latitude and longitude grid over South Africa and then use these gridded points to draw the

isolines.

In order to apply the point design rainfall depths to estimate design floods over large catchments,

it is necessary to adjust the point design rainfall values, as estimated in this study, to account for

the decrease in average storm depth with increase in catchment size. The areal reduction factors

currently used in South Africa are largely based on results from international studies. It is

recommended that the databases and information compiled during this study and during the

study on short duration design rainfall values should be used to update the storm areal reduction

factors for South Africa.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES OF DESIGN RAINFALL DEPTHS FOR ONE TO SEVEN DAY DURATIONS

L = lower 90 % error bound (mm)
D = design rainfall depth (mm)
U - upper 90 % error bound (mm)

SAWB
No.

0001517 W

0001605 W

0001726 W

Station
Name

DANCER POINT (VRT)

GANSBAAI

UILENKRAAL(BOS)

Latitude

n
34

34

34

o
37

35

36

Longitude

n
19

19

19

0
18

21

25

M.A.P

(mm)

4.17.3

526.7

530

Altitude

(m)

46

17

9

Ycare

93

72

32

Duration

(days)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Return Period (years)

2

L
37

48

[54~

Jssf
61

63

66

37

48

55

59

61

64

66

37

46

53

si]
61

64

67

D
38

49

56

60

62

65

68

38

50

56

60

63

66

68

38

47

54

60

63

66

68

U
39

50

57

61
64

66

69

39

5!

58

62

65

67

69

39

48

55

62

65

67

70

5

L
52

67

76

80

83

87

53

68

77

82

84

88

90

52

65

74

SI

84

88

91

D
53

68

77

82

86

89

92

54

69

78

84

87

90

92

Si
66

76

83

86

90

93

U
54

69

79

84

87

90

93

55

70

79

85

88

91

93

54

67

77

84

87

91

94

10

L
62

79

90

94

97

10!

104

63

80

91

96

98

102

104

62

77

87

95

98

102

105

D
65

82

93

98

102

105

108

66

83

94

100

103

107

109

65

80

91

99

103

107

110

U
67

85

96

IQG

104

107

in
68

86

97

101

105

109

111

67

82

94

101

105

109

112

20

L
73

91

102

107

110

113

116

74

92

104

108

111

115

116

72

88

100

107

111

115

118

D
78

97

109

114

118

122

125

79

98

110

115

119

123

125

78

93

106

114

119

123

126

U
82

101

114

118

122

126

129

83

102

115

120

123

127

129

82

98

HI

118

123

127

130

50

L

S8

107

119

122

126

129

132

89

108

121

!24

128

131

132

88

103

117

123

127

131

134

D
97

117

131

135

139

143

146

98

:is
'.32

137

141

145

146

97

113

127

136

141

145

148

U
!06

126

!4I

144

148

152

154

107

127

143

146

150

154

154

105

122

138

144

149

154

156

100

L
99

118

132

133

137

140

142

100

120

134

135

138

142

142

99

114

129

134

138

!42

144

D

113

133

148

152

156

160

162

115

134

150

154

158

162

!63

113

128

144

!52

158

162

164

U
127

147

164

165

169

173

175

129

148

166

167

171

175

175

127

141

160

165

171

175

177

200

L
HO

130

145

143

147

149

151

112

131

146

145

149

15!

151

110

125

141

144

148

151

153

D
131

150

166

169

173

177

179

133

152

168

17!

175
179

179

131

145

162

169

175

179

181

I)

152

170

189

!S7

192

145

1%

154

[72

191

140

194

197

196

152

164

184

IKS
144

197

199
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